Use discount code **Intensive2019** to attend the Erickson Congress for $349!

Presented in Phoenix, Arizona, the Intensives are conducted by Lillian Borges, PhD, Brent Geary, PhD, Stephen Lankton, LCSW, and Jeffrey Zeig, PhD.

**Intensive Training in Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis & Therapy**

- **2019 Fundamental**
  - Oct 14th - 18th
- **2019 Intermediate**
  - Oct 21st - 25th

Focused, tailored and goal-directed! A stimulating blend of theoretical, vicarious, and experiential learning. For topics, fees and to register, visit the Foundation website and click on “Training.”

Presented in Phoenix, Arizona, the Intensives are conducted by Lillian Borges, PhD, Stephen Lankton, LCSW, Brent Geary, PhD, and Jeffrey Zeig, PhD.

**Keynote Speakers**
- Robert Dilts
- Roxanna Erickson
- Stephen Gilligan
- Steve Lankton
- Scott Miller
- Bill O’Hanlon
- Michael Yapko

**The 13th International Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis & Psychotherapy**

**Hyatt Regency Phoenix, Arizona**

December 12-15, 2019

Use discount code **Intensive2019** to attend the Erickson Congress for $349!

Schedule, pricing and more at EricksonCongress.com

- Clinical Demonstrations
- Fundamental Hypnosis Track
- Master Class
- and more!

**Mind Expanding**  **Life Changing**  **Career Enhancing**